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These presentation materials (the “Presentation Materials”) do not constitute or form any part of any offer or invitation or inducement to sell or issue or purchase or subscribe for any shares in Savannah Energy plc (“Savannah”) nor 
shall they or any part of them, or the fact of their distribution, form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract with Savannah, or any other person, relating to any Savannah securities. The Presentation Materials do 
not constitute or form part of a prospectus prepared in accordance with the Prospectus Rules (being the rules produced and implemented by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) by virtue of the Prospectus Rules Instrument 2005) 
and have not been approved as a prospectus by the FCA (as the competent authority in the UK). The Presentation Materials do not contain any offer of transferable securities to the public as such expression is defined in section 
102(b) FSMA or otherwise.

Any decision regarding any proposed purchase of shares in Savannah must be made solely on the basis of the information issued by Savannah at the relevant time. Past performance cannot be relied upon as a guide to future 
performance. The Presentation Materials are not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons. They are being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, 
forwarded to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any other purpose. In particular they, directly or indirectly, must not be distributed to persons in the United States of America, its territories or possessions or 
Australia or Canada or New Zealand or Japan or the Republic of Ireland or South Africa or any jurisdiction, in each case, where to do so might constitute a violation of local securities laws or regulations. 

The Presentation Materials contain certain forward-looking statements that are subject to the usual risk factors and uncertainties associated with the oil and gas exploration and production business. While Savannah believes the 
expectations reflected in the Presentation Materials to be reasonable in light of the information available to them at this time, the actual outcome may be materially different owing to factors beyond Savannah’s control or within 
Savannah’s control where, for example, Savannah decides on a change of plan or strategy. The Presentation Materials have been prepared following the completion of the Seven Energy Transaction in which Savannah acquired certain 
oil and gas assets in Nigeria held by Seven Energy International Limited as per the terms set out in the Company’s RNS dated 15 November 2019. 

No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in the Presentation Materials or on the completeness, accuracy or fairness of such information and/or opinions expressed herein. Savannah 
undertakes no obligation to revise any information contained in the Presentation Materials, including, without limitation, any forward-looking statements. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on 
behalf of Savannah or any of its directors, officers, partners, employees or advisers as to the accuracy or the completeness of the information or opinions contained in the Presentation Materials and no responsibility or liability is 
accepted by any of them for any such information or opinions or for any errors or omissions.

Disclaimer
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21%
23%

25%

35%

2019

Male, 75%

Female, 25%

2020

Male, 65%

Female, 35%

Savannah’s senior management female 
gender diversity (%)

2019 2020

Sector leading ESG performance

• *Note: based on the latest published data by BP, ConocoPhillips and Eni who report their carbon intensity ratios on this basis. (1)
• *Note: average of BP, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Eni, ExxonMobil, Shell and Total. (2 & 3)

41.6

49.3

2019 2020

Total contributions
(US$m)

0.24

0

LTIR & TRIR (per 200,000 hours worked)

Supermajors average* Savannah

16.8

12.8

2019 2020

Savannah carbon intensity
(tonnes CO2/boe)

Savannah vs. Supermajors' carbon intensity 
(kg CO₂e/boe)

Savannah vs. Supermajors' senior management 
female gender diversity (%)

Savannah’s Lost time injuries 
(per 200,000 hours worked)

Savannah’s carbon intensity
(kg CO2/boe)

Savannah’s senior management 
female gender diversity (%) Savannah’s Total Contributions (US$m)

Source: Annual and Sustainability reports of BP, ConocoPhillips and Eni Source: Annual Reports of BP, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Eni, ExxonMobil, Royal Dutch 
Shell and Total.

Source: Annual Reports of BP, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Eni, ExxonMobil, Royal Dutch 
Shell and Total.

-24% 19%

+40%+10% 0.24 vs. zero 27.3
24.1

16.8

12.8

-24%-12%

*Note: Total contributions defined as payments to governments, employee salaries and payments to
local suppliers and contractors 

*
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Our refocused sustainability strategy

Promoting socio-economic 
prosperity

Ensuring safe and secure operations Supporting and developing our people Respecting the environment
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• Socio economic prosperity
• Tax transparency and contribution
• Community engagement and 

development
• Local content and responsible 

procurement

• Health and safety
• Security and human rights

• Workforce culture and engagement
• Training and development
• Diversity and equality

• GHG emissions
• Biodiversity
• Water management

Am
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• Make a positive difference to the 
socio- economic development of 
our host countries

• Build strong and meaningful 
relationships with our local 
communities based on mutual 
trust and benefit

• Enhance value creation potential 
by championing the development 
of local content

• Continually prioritise and improve upon 
the safety and security of our work 
environment

• Cultivate a winning and inclusive 
culture to position our employees and 
the business for success

• Recruit, develop and retain the best 
talent through our commitment to 
professional development

• Deliver a cleaner performance by 
minimising our GHG emissions

• Monitor and manage our impacts on 
biodiversity and water
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• Total contributions
• Social impact investment
• # of social impact projects
• Payments to local suppliers and 

contractors

• # of security/transport incidents
• # of journeys safely managed

• # of employees
• Amount of training hours
• Gender diversity
• % of local employees
• Ethnicity statistics

• Scope 1 GHG emissions
• Scope 2 GHG emissions
• Carbon intensity ratios
• UK Energy usage 

Respecting 
the 

environment

Supporting and 
Developing
our people

1
Promoting

Socio-economic 
prosperity
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Ensuring safe 

and secure
operations
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Our new sustainability performance and reporting framework

• Strategy anchored around the 13 most relevant 
UN SDGs to Savannah

• Integrated with six additional sustainability 
reporting standards

• Rolling out new sustainability performance and 
reporting framework across the Group in 2021. 

• Plan to provide measurable, verifiable and 
trackable performance metrics going forward and 
targets from 2022
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Introducing Dr Richard Norris

Currently Richard is a fellow of the Canadian Global 
Affairs Institute specialising in Energy Security, and is 
executive Chairman of Duna Energia in Brazil. He runs 
Pandreco Energy Advisors, a consultancy business 
advising banks, asset-managers and energy companies. 

Recently Richard has presented to the UK’s 
Parliamentary Group on Energy Studies as well as to the 
board of one of Africa’s largest banks. He was a guest 
editor of the IEA “World Energy Investment Report 
2021” published earlier this year.

Richard has a broad background covering engineering 
research, oil and gas operations, senior management 
roles in both executive and non-executive functions, 
debt and equity financing as well as personally investing 
in energy transition start-ups. He has worked 
extensively in and across emerging markets, speaks 
fluent French as well as modest Spanish and 
Portuguese.



An African PerspectiveDr Richard Norris, 
Pandreco Energy Advisors
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“The problem with being at the top of the HDI 
ranking is that it is easy to forget how you got 
there and what maintains your quality of life.”
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The Energy Transition:
• A transition from legacy fuels to renewables
• A transition out of energy poverty
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IEA Net Zero

Electricity and 
Heat

Buildings
Transportation

Industry
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Low HDI Middle HDI

2016 data, sources: Climate Watch, World Resources Institute..

High HDI
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2016 data, sources: Climate Watch, World Resources Institute..

Low HDI

“Other”

Electricity and 
Heat

BuildingsIndustry

Transportation

AgricultureLand-Use Change
And Forestry
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https://www.iea.org/reports/africa-energy-outlook-2019

60% loss of forest 
cover
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https://www.iea.org/reports/africa-energy-outlook-2019
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https://www.iea.org/reports/africa-energy-outlook-2019
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*Pasternack 2010 https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.587.2237&rep=rep1&type=pdf 
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Text: World Economic Forum https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/07/12-reasons-gas-africas-renewable-energy-future/
Image: IEA

• Banning gas in Africa won’t be effective in fighting climate change. 
• The continent’s energy needs are enormous and urgent. 
• Climate resilience requires more energy, not less. 
• Gas-fired power plants are modular and inexpensive. 
• Gas is an ideal fuel for industry. 
• The continent has plentiful gas. 
• Higher income countries are expanding their use of gas. 
• Intermittent renewables are essential, but they can’t do it all. 
• Gas pairs especially well with wind and solar as a technology and a 

financial model. 
• Gas doesn’t cause significant outdoor air pollution. 
• Gas helps solve the indoor air pollution problem. 
• Innovation can position gas to support a future zero-carbon energy 

system. 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/07/12-reasons-gas-africas-renewable-energy-future/
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Gas still has 30% - 50% CO2 emissions relative to coal, but is often considered a moral 
hazard not a partial solution.
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Pasternack 2010 https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.587.2237&rep=rep1&type=pdf 
https://www.energyforgrowth.org/blog/what-happens-to-global-emissions-if-africa-triples-down-on-natural-gas-for-power/

264 kWh/p
Eq. Sudan (HDI 170) or 

Myanmar (HDI 147)
$1200 annual/per capita

792 kWh/p
Eq. Morocco (HDI 121) or 

Indonesia (HDI 107)
$3500 annual/per capita

48 counties
1 Billion+ people 

= +0.64% of global GHG
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2019 Energy Outlook 2020 Energy Outlook
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IEA MAY 2021 IEA JUNE 2021
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Source: BP
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Open Insights Newsletter
By HFI Research & Open Square Capital
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https://www.visualcapitalist.com/worlds-20-largest-megacities-2100/
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https://www.un.org/youthenvoy/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/wethepeoples-7million.pdf
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https://pre-sustainability.com/legacy/download/Making-the-SDGs-relevant-to-business_public-version.pdf
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https://pre-sustainability.com/legacy/download/Making-the-SDGs-relevant-to-business_public-version.pdf
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Environmental 
Impact

Security 
Reliability
Resilience

Cost of 
Energy
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1860 2000

750 bn bbls

RAPID TRANSITION 
SCENARIO

BP 2019 
RAPID TRANSITION 

SCENARIO

2020

750 bn bbls

2040

750 bn bbls
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Data sources: Labyrinth Consulting, Nate Hagens and IEA
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 "We will facilitate a future-oriented Norwegian oil and 
gas industry capable of delivering production with low 
emissions within the framework of our climate policy," 

 Tina Bru, Minister of Petroleum and Energy of the centre right party.  

 "We don't think that we should stop producing oil and 
gas now and leave it for Russia or Qatar to supply…”.   

 Espen Barth Eide, the Labour party energy spokesman.
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 Perception of the Energy Transition is partly a post-code lottery

 The African Energy Transition is a primarily a transition out of energy poverty

 Renewable energy sources will be (a small) part of the solution

 Africa’s natural resources will be a big part of the solution

 Investing in development and growth is impact investing
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Contact

Consult

Support

Dr Richard Norris
RN@PANDRECO.COM

https://www.linkedin.com/in/richardnorris/
https://www.pandreco.com

http://www.patreon.com/pandreco

mailto:RN@PANDRECO.COM
https://www.linkedin.com/in/richardnorris/
https://www.pandreco.com/
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